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"A girl's best friend is her
mother."—Dorothy Parker.
MOTHERS' WEEK END
Saturday and Sunday
PRICE, 10 CENTS

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3. 1937.

4-A Lists Mystery
[4.A Plays, Thursday And Friday,
As Next Production Mabee '36, Wilson '38 Named
Precede Mothers' Week-End
Rhodes Scholarship Candidates

ICoeds Prepare
I Gala Weekend

Lectured Monday

Players Open
'37-'38 Season
Undergraduates Coach OneAct Plays To Be Given

Ic-jU Jones, Stu. G., And
' iaaM.lienW.A.A.,

This Week

Co-Chairmen

"The Night of January 16," a mystery play by Ayn Rand which has had
runs in Hew York and Boston during
the past two years, has been selected
by the 4-A for its next presentation
Dec. 9 and 10, it was learned last
night.
Try-outs for the various parts will
be held in the Little Theatre at 4:00
Monday afternoon. The trials for
roles are not restricted to Heelers or
4-A members, and anyone may compete for participation in the play.

Chosen For State Competition

Mabee Student
At Columbia U.
Fredland '36, Graduate Student at Princeton, Applies
in New Jersey

Carleton Mabee '36 and Valentine
By Charlotte Corning '38
Wilson '38 will represent the college
Tomorrow evening at eight o'clock
before the Maine Rhodes Scholarship
: the Bates dramatic season will be forcommittee in Augusta next month, aci m.illy opened by the presentation at
cording to announcement last night by
the Little Theatre of four one-act
Dr. Walter Lawrance, chairman of the
] plavs, coached by 4-A members and Miss Edith Lerrigo '32, Y. W.
honors committee. Another graduate,
1 rnder the general direction of Prof.
Roger Fredland '36, now doing gradSecretary,
Say
Results
May
s
Grosvenor Robinson.
uate work at Princeton University,
Be Vital
is applying before the New Jersey
The program promises an excellent
committee this year.
balance of tragedy and comedy.
"Riders to the Sea," a moving tragedy
Miss L'dith Lerrigo '32, one of the
Mabee at Columbia
dealing with Irish fisher-folk, will be secretaries given the Student ChristMabee,
son of Dr. Fred Mabee of
presented under the direction of Pris- ian Movement in New England by the
the department of chemistry, is studycilla Jones '38. The play is one which Y. W. C. A., reported the significance
ing history and government at the
it would seem must reach the depths of the conference she attended in OxCarleton Mabee '36
Graduate School of Columbia UniverDr. Georg Roemmert
Valentine Wilson '38
„in«l bv Eleanor Smari 39 and Ruth
I of the hardest hearts as it unfolds a ford, England, last summer, at a meetsity, where he won a scholarship this
KTr W respectively. Between the
(Staff Photo)
I
tale
of
the
conflict
between
man
and
ing of the Christian Service Club last
year. In college, he was a member
Ej£ R«th »»wditch '38 ,'":-n take
I the sea.
of the varsity debating squad for four
evening.
I Charge of a" archery exhibition.
I In the lighter vein, "The Warming
years; a member of Delta Sigma Rho,
Miss Lerrigo, speaking to the group
From3P.!n. to 5:30 p.m. there will
! Pan » COached by Virginia Hamman in session at the home of Dr. Raynational forensic organization; and of
J» lea at the Women's Union, in
the Debating Council for four years.
rnroc ' *»/*fllf tf* '38 presents another picture of a fish- born Zerby of the religion depart(Aane of i'"rothy Weeks '39 and
VJIVCO LiCVlUI V ! erman,s homc. In sharp contrast to ment and faculty advisor of the organHis other activities included draKathrvn Gould '40. The receiving line
matics, Christian Service Club, and
'the first play this one deals with a ization, said the conference had been
rfl include Miss Hazel Clark, dean of
Politics Club. He graduated with
most amusing situation arising from the first of all churches of the world
women, Miss Lena Walmsley, profes- Noted Scientist Opens Season a father's determination to marry off since 1054. Only Roman Catholics and
honors in history and government and
der
Meihlejohn
attempted
a
freshman
sor of physical education, Miss Mar(The article by Dr. Bertocci
was admitted to Phi Beta Kappa.
his daughter.
German
church
representatives
reprogram based on Plato's Republic
ket Farirenholz, instructor of physWilson, whose home is in Southdealing with education aroused
With Microvivarian
Under the direction of George Doyle fused passports by Hitler at the last
and a study of Athenian civilization; bridge, Mass., is prominent in musical
ical education, Miss Rachel Metcalf
further comment on campus in the
•38, a cast of four men will present a minute, were not present.
and for sophomores, a study of Amer- and religious activities. Majoring in
I and Mrs. Margaret Bisbee, directors
Demonstration
humorous picture of what the result
form of the following article by a
With the purpose of making the
ican civilization and The Education of religion, he is student assistant and
of residence, and Mrs. Rosa L. Foster,
would be "If Men Played Cards As churches of the world present a united
member of the "Garnet" staff
Henry Adams. St. John's announces is doing honors work in the departhostess of the Union.
and
author
of
"Bands
in
Chapel"
Women Do."
a four year course based on one-hun- ment. He is a member of the choir,
front, the conference discussed church
By Pauline Chayer '40 and
tvhich appeared in that publica"A Game of Chess," directed by and state, the economic world and race
Highlight—Dinner
dred and ten great books. And so it Choral Society, Glee Club, and CenJohn Kenney '39
tion last year.)
Robert Crocker '38, is a gripping trag- discrimination.
goes.
tennial trio. A member of the ChrisThe highlight of tne weekend will
"Maybe our minds are too small and edy of life and death which will hold
Professor Bertocci swings effective- tian Service Club, he is also on the
If the reports and suggestions of
| be the dinner at 6:30 p.m. in Fiske our hands too big for successful deal- its audience in breathless suspense to
By Richard DuWors '39
ly at the formidable opponent, depart- Christian Association cabinet. Wilson
this conference are accepted, Miss
Dining Hall. Priscilla Jones '38 is to ing with the microscopic fields of
To be effective an individual must mentalized knowledge—an evil be- has been in the Phil-Hellenic Club for
Lerrigo said, the whole foundation of
rive a toast to the mothers; Mrs. Sam- life," said Dr. Georg Roemmert, orig- its tragic close.
Out of casts totaling twenty actors, the church as it exists today will be tie up with a movement greater than moaned at the Harvard Tercentenary. two years.
uel Harms will toast the daughters. inator of the micro-vivarium and exEleanor Smart '39 will give a toast to pert in the microscopic field, in the ten are members of the class of '41, shaken and a reorganization with a he. The voice of one crying in the His analysis is fresh and keen, howFredland Phi Beta Kappa
the faculty, among whom President first lecture of the 1937-8 series in the who are making their first Little The- greater consideration for unity in a wilderness will remain as lonely as a ever, and he uses the rhetorical quesFredland,
whose application to the
tion
to
avoid
an
aggressive
attitude.
atre appearance.
and Mrs. Clifton D. Gray, Miss Hazel Chapel, Monday evening.
primarily economic world will be the cricket chirp on these frosty fall
One change in cast has been made; result. The churches are now in the nights unless swollen by a myriad oth- He asks questions that the reader New Jersey committee has been made
M. Clark and Miss Lena Walsmley
Dr. Roemmert explained the use of the part of Alexis Alexandrovit-;h in process of launching a universal coun- ers so that all who pass must listen. must answer, in general, as Dr. Ber- from Princeton, also belonged to Phi
will be present. Parnel Bray '38 and
Beta Kappa. An English major here,
his
micro-vivarium and showed how "A Game of Chess" will be taken by- cil of churches for studyng the world It is then no reflection on Dr. Bertocci tocci wishes him to.
Helen Martikainen '39 have made all
he served on the staffs of the STUthe
life
of
animals
invisible
to
naked
Roger
Barr
'41.
Lack
of
Abstract
Ideas
Faulty
to say that he has joined a general
the arrangements for the dinner, while
situation.
DENT, "Mirror", and "Garnet", was
The essay ia overwhelmingly con- vice-president and later president of
Eleanor Dearden '38 has planned the eye was, by means of his micro-proConference appointments with Mis.5 movement in asking wha» is wrong
jection
process,
presented
on
a
screen
vincing in its main point that empha- the Spofford (English) Club. He was
Lerrigo, who will remain on campus with the liberal arts college.
' decorations.
and made accessible to an audience of
sis on facts, without abstract ideas to also secretary-treasurer of Der
for a few days, are being made by
"Step-singing" at Hathorn Hall will laymen.
Outlooks On Education Vary
guide their use and supply meaning,
Ellen Craft 38. Since her graduation
follow the banquet. Marion Welsch
At Bates, last year's "Garnet" ran and the critical approach weaken the Deutsche Verein; president of Delta
Sterilization Objectified
from Bates, Miss Lerrigo has earned essays
Phi Alpha, national German language
'38 is to lead the co-eds and their
for three successive issues on
I an M. A. in Religious Education at phases of the subject. The 1937 "Mir- pupils' old standards and fail to sup- interest organization; and a member
Protozoa, magnified 1500 times,
mothers in singing many old favorites
Teachers' College, Columbia, and has ror" asked the members of the faculty ply new ones by which he may live. of the Publishing Association.
were displayed from slides thrown onas well as campus tunes.
A 26-inch loving cup will be award- served as director of Religious Educ- to define the objectives of their work. It is a matter of supplying those pracSelection of Wilson and Mabee was
the screen, and their habits and acAt 8:30 p.m. in the Little Theatre, to
ation at the First Baptist Church, There is, of course, outside of Bates, tical absolutes of which Dr. Zerby made this week by the Honors Comed
the
winner
of
the
contest
between
tions
were
witnessed.
Later,
the
Docfollowing some campus movies, shown
spoke at a chapel vespers service last
demonstrated the death of these the bands of Bates, Bowdoin, Colby East Orange, N. J.
a large body of literature, whose rate year. These, Dr. Bertocci thinks, can mittee after examination of several
under the direction of Ruth Montgom- tor
students. Members of the committee
and the University of Maine, to bemicrobes
through
heat,
thus
objectifyof
growth
seems
to
be
accelerating,
ery '38, there will be a one-act jlay, ing the principle of sterilization for held Armistice Day on Seaverns r leld,
only be secured by required courses
on the subject. In 1926 E. D. Martin in the normative sciences: philosophy, and their subjects are: Dr. Walter
entitled "If Men Played Cards as
Waterville.
. .
audience.
published his "Meaning of a Liberal religion, ethics and aesthetics. The Lawrance, chemistry, chairman; Pres.
| Women Do." This satirical comedy, theThe
A committee of one musician, one.
hydra, multi-celled animal, was
Education" against the joining of the pupil will then be able to see life Clifton D. Gray; Dr. Amos Hovey, hiswhich has been coached by George shown ieeaing
military man, aim
and «-u=
one layman
will
feeding on crustaceans
it i nnntsu-y
crust«K.<.-«iio which
«.."■•■-—j
.
fret-rich-quick spirit and the 'get-wise- whole. To see it steadily may come tory Dr. Anders Myhrman, sociology;
Doyle '38, is being presented by a had first paralyzed.
Many species of rate the bands 60 per cent on musical
quick' spirit by college deans of ad- as a result of the character formed Prof. Paul Whitbeck, English; Prof.
I group of 4-A players! including Gordon . . .
,-.e_ especially
:nii„ of
nf thf
the worm abilitv,
, .,:..-_ nn
.,,*,.,.<,.-,♦ on
r%n general
o-pnpral annoar20 percent
appearhigher
life,
mission. Those secretaries were men through analysis and, more important, Percy Wilkins, mathematics; and
I Gray '40, William Earles '38, Amos
eel" were ance,'and 20 percent on maneuvers.
Prof. Angelo Bertocci, French.
variety
and
the
"vinegar
Friday morning, Howard Becker '38 who measured success by a quantitaCutter 41. and Edwin Edwards '39.
The Bates band is going to Water- and John Smith '38 leave for their tive analysis; whose only contributions the synthesis of knowledge on the
Colleges Select Candidates
Ruth Brown '39 is chairman of the put on displaynature
of
the
ultimate
forces
at
work
ville early Thursday to participate in international debate at Houlton with to the discussion were: 350 freshmen
Rhodes Scholarship candidates from
Alcohol Deadly
in
the
universe;
through
the
teaching
committee in charge of the Open
the annual Memorial Day parade ot
House in Chase Hall, and the mothers
Someone in the audience asked Dr. the Waterville Post of the Veterans the University of New Brunswick. The at 17 vears, 295 freshmen with crew of the relationship between the stu- Bowdoin, Colby, and the University of
debate will be a non-decision contest hair-cuts, 14 freshmen sons of brokers dent's major field and the other dicho- Maine, usually one or two from each
are also invited to attend the regular Roemmert to describe the effects of a
Foreign Wars.
.
in the Oxford style on the question of —and so on, far, far beyond the limits tomies; and through supplying a ra- college, are being selected this week
drop of beer upon micro-organisms, ofColby
Saturday night dance.
College will entertain the international isolation.
of inanity. President Hutchins has tional basis for ethical standards to meet with the Maine committee
Breakfast will be served to the mo- and the doctor showed the gradual band members at a buffet luncheon in
Bertha Bell '40 of Houlton is travel- labored for a return to an emphasis which are to guide the student in his next month. From the group there,
thers in Rand Hall at 8 a.m. Sunday, paraly/.ation of the heart of a daphnia the gvmnasium before the contest at
ing with the team as alternate. The of ideas and underlying principles.
two will be selected to appear before
and a morning worship service in the after contact with alcohol.
1:15 p.m., which will be followed by group will be chaperoned by Mrs. Last July, in the American Journal ol daily conduct when he comes to live the New England committee in Bosin the greater community.
Dr.
Roemmert
then
placed
on
exhiChapel at io o'clock will be conducted
the Bates-Colby football game.
Sociology,
he
despairingly
pleaded
for
Brooks Quimby. Arrangements for
The critics will be those to whom ton during Christmas vacation.
by Dr. Ravbom I.. Zerby. Jean Leslie bition different types of larva, a more
the debate at Houlton ae being di- one college to attempt to change the 'required' is anathema or unwise;
W. Denham Sutcliffe '37 is now
'38 and Ellen Craft '38 are in charge developed type of microbe. So keen
educational ideals of our peostudying at Hertford College, Oxford,
is the microscope that even the or- Tash Chosen '38 Photographer rected by Principal Milton Lambert present
those
still
convinced
of
the
infallibil°1 this event.
ple. Norman Foerster raises a simof Houlton High School.
ity of the natural sciences; and those on a Rhodes Scholarship he won last
Itoom arrangements are being made ganic system of this tiny life was
Allison Mitchell '38 and Neil Gan- ilar question to Dr. Bertocci s in the who see only the evils of sectarian year.
b
clearly
discernible.
>' Mary McKinney '38, Eleanor Walsh
Dora Clark Tash, class photographissue of "The Nortn AmeriA demonstration of growth m inan- er for many Bates classes, was elected terisis '40 of the University of New summer
beliefs in religion. They will ask:
^ and Esther Rowe '39 for Saturday
Brunswick will uphold the affirmative can Review" where he points out that What assurance have we that the
imate
objects
was
illustrated
by
drops
evening accomodations for the moclass photographer for 1938 at a meet- of the isolation question. Mitchell'is basic objectives must be defined beof a solution of silver nitrate placed ing held in the Chapel yesterday
student so exposed to the normative
thers.
majoring in chemistry and biology fore curriculum changes can be dison
a
bit
of
zinc.
T'.ie
result
was
sil(Contluued on Pa«« Four]
cussed.
The
Experimental
College
unEvelyn Jones '38 and Ida Miller '38
morning.
and is president of the debating so[Continued on Page Four)
are the co-chairmen of the entire
ciety. He is a resident of Campobello
weekend, representing the Student
Island, N. B. Ganterisis, whose home
Government Association and W.A.A.
is in Woodstock, N. B., is majoring
Division of Teachers' Convenrespectively.
in French and English.

Graduate Reports
Oxford Conference

un.hers' Weekend, which will be atAH1 hv more than 100 mothers,
,en
i = it< second annual appearance
2™*w and Sunday sponsored by the
STTand the Student Government.
\ nro'' •*" prepared for this occa,- a true picture of cam. life.
1 Sports Review at Rand Field
',1 activities Saturday afternoon.
if main features of this program,
,feh last, l>om 1:^0 p.m. to 2:30 pm.
I The the final t^me between the

Dr. Roemmert

Writer For 'Garnet9 Adds
Criticism Of Education

Band Vies For Cup
In Musical Contest

Debaters Visit
Houlton High

Seward Addresses
Language Group

Pres. Gray Speaks
Before Teachers

Chase House Farmers
Co-eds Set Fashions
Lament Pony Express
In Rainy Day Raiment Negro Art Subject
Of Literary Talk Prof. Gould Worries

tion at Portland Hears French
Professor Speak

Two years of high school French
Four score and seven years ago,
"Rain shoes" also are of the indefmore or less, our fathers brought give no skill at all, even in reading,
By Helen Dickinson '38
inite variety, usually tending to be
fourth upon Frye Street a new dormi- opined Professor Robert D. Seward, of
Did you notice the weird creatures old affairs which no self-respecting
"The Contributions of the Negro to
tory, conceived in liberty and dedicat- the French department, in his address
seemed to people the campus last mother allows her daughter to bring American Art and Literature" was
Says That Prospects of World that
ed to the proposition that all co-eds to the modern language group at the
8
week during the rainy d** ; ""!* back to college in the Fall; but which the subject of a talk by Ellen Craft
Maine Teachers' convention in the
Lie in Schoolhouses, Not in
Although not yet sufficiently recov- are created equal.
tell us that these specimens were none are hidden surreptitiously by the all- '38 before the Lewiston-Auburn Art
Portland City Hall Friday morning.
Thus it is that lesiding in Chase
the White House
other than the eds and »®^™ wise co-ed who knows " they'll come and Literature Club in Auburn Mon- ered from an operation he underwent
New Englanders, especially those in
this summer to return to college, Prot. House there are twelve Freshmen, the northern section will always find
dear me, what a bit of precipitation in handy for rainy days.." And have day afternoon.
R
R.
N.
Gould,
member
of
the
L«wfour
Sophomores,
and
five
Juniors.
Miss Craft traced the development
you noticed the regular Sou'wester
a practical use for French in neigh'The Declaration of Independence can do for them.
It was 7:40 one morning when we which stalks about campus, reminding of Negro literary influence from the iston board of education, is back to This group of co-eds is ruled by the boring Canada, the speaker also ob*a- not the report of an accomplishbackground in
Africa, enough activity to worry Lewiston firm hands of Eleanor Smart and served. However, Professor Seward
ment, but the statement of an aspirat- day a sleepy glance. Startled out of us "That it was just such a storm on cultural
the group experience in newspaper men. When *e board was Bertha Feineman.
concluded, four or five years of French
'°h' remarked Pres. Clifton D. Gray, our composure, we saw a parade ot the 'briny deep'—" Personally we through
Beside the guiding spirits of preparation should be guaranteed
aadressmK the 35th Maine Teachers' people, swathed in voluminous coats think a similar head gear, plus an oil- America, and the effect of slavery on about to hear a report on the Lewiston
High
School
athletic
situation
the
Negro,
to
the
Negro's
final
accep"Rusty" and "Smarty", the assorted high school pupils for the full appt£?2££ i"* Friday afternoon at bulging in every direction with books skin and rubber boots would be our tance in America.
Monday night, Prof. Gould moved the members of the "Farm" look to Mrs. reciation of the language.
J£ft*»» Hall. President Gray stuffed inside to protect the library choice for such fearful weather.
Discussing modern Negro poets and board "go into an executive sessioni . Margaret Bisbee to settle any little
spoke in the place 0f Governor Lewis property. Several cellophane capes in
The eds are no less natty in this
domestic difficulties that may arise
O Barrows, who was detained by ££ colorful red, blue and white made us fashion (?) parade. We noticed sev- historians, she read several of Paul
wonder if these were pre-Chnstmas eral turkisV towels, reminiscent o Lawrence Dunbar's poems in dialect.
within its precincts.
Four New Members
Miss Craft also touched on painting
The late President Chase, second
The president went on to define the presents done up for the tree.
Princeton, tucked firmly about t
and
sculpture,
part
of
the
Negro
Join Ramsdell Society
The head coverings, were the most "^fc^^bJwto shave when it
"Prexy" of Bates, gave his old home
All men are created equal" theory by
untutored eyes day-old beards (why »the discussion had contained no fire- for a dormitory, never thinking that it
explaining that although all men were interesting to our
,■>). Bicycle clips held the flap Renaissance.
might some day be referred to as
works' anyway.
not born with physical and economic Little peasant kerchiefs tied over once ptng trouser legs in place, and oiled
Four new members were initiated
"The Farm in the Sticks."
equality, each man had the right to meticulous curls, now degeneratea in- boots went marching across campus Jordan Scientific Adds Members
It is so far from the college that the into Ramsdell Scientific Society, at
make the best of his own abilities to streaming locks, reminded us ol tne firm y disregarding the many puddles
Ralph Goodwin, Arthur Cummings,
mail goes through by Pony Express. the second meeting of the year in
without denying the same right to ot- Old World—which, of course, we have And we can't resist complimenting the and Donald Caaterfine, sway; and Plan Special Train
hers.
never seen, but have read about m
The
mail-carrier changes horses three Rand reception room last night. After
Robert MacBride, Robert Malone, and
For
Game
At
Colby
Travel
Agency
pamphlets.
And
did
times
after he leaves the last out-post their initiation the four, Ruth Hamlin
William Johnson, juniors, were made
Democracy is not a manufactured
of
civilization
and before he arrives '38, Helen Martikainen '39, Dorothy
you
see
the
erst-while
shower
cap
Bemembers of the Jordan Scientific SoWide," he further said, and whatever
Weeks '39, and Ruth Robbins '39, were
cietv at a meeting last night in CarArrangements are being made by at the "Farm".
better world is established, ft will be ing pressed, into service ? Some ot tne
welcomed into the organization by
girls
preferred
to
wear
what
they
term
None
of
the
bright
and
ahininjr
negie
Science.
The
full
quota
of
30
the
Maine
Central
Rai
road
for
a
specaccomplished not in the White House
1S 11Ke
Virginia Harriman '38, president.
as
their
"rain
hat."
This
hat
r
Senates
lights
in
residence
in
the
"Sticks
members has now been reached
ial train to the Armistice Day foot° ,* , ,
of the country, but in nothing you have ever seen advertisea
Reports on scientific magazine artMr A B Andrews, prominent New ball game at Colby, Barclay Dorman. seems to know how many rooms there
school houses.
in the papers, much less the mucn mBut^though it pours, we each pro- England chemist, discussed chemis- rcn-erident of the Student Council, are_maybe that's because they spend icles were given by Ella Rice '38,
Charlotte Corning '38, Lucy Perry '38,
President Gray concluded his speech studied, but little followed "Vogue.
try and its practical uses in general. has learned from the Lewiston office. most of their time in the reception and Madene Sweeney '39.
"y asserting «■-*
that within the entire It is of any indefinite color, shape,, or
cLrU* Harms '38, president of the
room.
The round trip is to cost $.95.
and advanced style, usually turned down so that it
JSzaSoTintroduced the speaker.
lav
tli g0Vernin
• Primary
.
future
S Policies of the may shed the rain-drops like the pro- dampened.
verbi?' duck's back.
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THE
BATES STUDENT
Editor

(TeL 8-4121)

Campus Camera

By Lea

A

John E. Leard '38

Managing Editor
Edward Fishman '38
(STUDENT Office Tel. 4490)
(The Auburn News Tel. 3010)
Assistant: William Torrey '38. Staff: Leonard Jobrack '39, Donald Williams
'39, Lois I'hilbrick '39, Ruth Robbins '39, Robert Hulsizer '40, Marie Dodge
'40, Pauline Chayer '40.
News Editor
(TeL 8-3364)
Roland Martone '39
Departmental assistants: Science, John Kenney '39; Alumni, Robert Hulsizer '40; Debating, Paul Stewart '38. Reporters: Mark Lelyveld '40,
It was alumni day at Bowdoin, but
Ira Nahikian '40.
Bates had her returns of the day too
. . . Barney Marcus, Normie Merrill,
Women's Editor
(TeL 3207)
Marion Welsch '38 Bob Saunders, Johnny Garrity, Wes
Departmental assistants: Features, Helen Dickinson '38; Society, Margaret Stoddard and Eddie Curtin ... the
Bennett '38; Exchanges, Mary Dale '38; From the News: Irene Lee '38; McCluskey brothers took in the game,
W. A. A., Eleanor Smart '39.
but didn't come back to Loiston.
Reporters: Ruth Robbins '39, Lois Philbrick '39, Pauline Chayer '40, Caroline
The frosh waiters are breaking in
Hayden MO, Barbara Buker '39, Patricia Hall '39, Dorothy Collins '39.
all right . . . heard at the commons . .
Sports Editor
(Tel. 8-4121)
Samuel E. Leard '38 "Waiter, I think there's a fly in my
Reporters: George Lythcott '39, Leonard Jobrack '39, John McCue '40, How- soup." Waiter, tired and mopey as
usual, "Well, make sure. I can't be
ard Kenney '10, John Wilson '40, Mark Lelyveld '40.
Staff Photographer
Richard Fullerton '38 bothered by rumors."
Eddie Curtin and Bill Spear made
Business Manager
(Tel. 2103-M)
Robert Chalmers '38
a bee-line for Rand but it was curtains
Advertising Manager
(Tel. 8-3363)
Robert Rimmer '39 for the former, and the latter speared
the Bunny, (Am I mad.)
t»EPHE9*NT«D FOB NA

Published Wednesday during the college

»_ AOVCRTISINO »T

Lee Whiston, despite

Friday night the members of Stevens House entertained themselves at
a dinner party held at the Women's
Union.
Mary Bullard, Roberta Evans and
Jean Blancard were in charge of the
dinner, which was originally scheduled
for six o'clock but was delayed because of a temperamental stove.
After a grand dishwashing, the girls
adjourned to the game room, where
pool, ping-pong, and "Minnie the
Moocher" shared equal honors for the
rest of the evening.

•

ministerial

NationalAdvertisingService.lnc. forecasts, has something of the CasanCo
CallW
Publishers
"'" ft,
*'"*«rs Repreuntativt
tfm—f"
420 MADISON AVE.
New
NEW YORK,
YORK. N. Y.
CHICAGO • Boston - Los ANGILIS - SAN FRANCISCO

ova in him. There used to be a ceryear by Students of Bates College.
tain Finnish about his work, but now
he actually has five or six on the line.
In fact, in one aifair he has been in
1937
Member
1938
Entered as second-class matter at the a daze for Weeks.
Post 0ffice
Associated GolleSiale Press
' Lewiston, Maine.
Aunt Metty told Dick to take his
Distributor of
Subscription . . . $2.50 per year feet off the chair in the Rand Hall
Rugby Field inarlor, to you) and
in advance
Gentleman Perkins calmly said,
"Thank you."

CbUe6ideDi6est

The Assembly, "From Maine To California"

And Johnny Smith can't recognize
his own cousins. Come on, Phi Bete.

"From .Maine to California", a National password for advertising and publicity agents for all types of enterprises, should have
special significance for us in the State of Maine, especially in
connection with the National Assembly in Oxford, Ohio, during
Christmas vacation.

Old man Mose of West Parker has
a keg of cider in his room, and he insisted he kept it to. gain strength.
"Did you succeed?" queried a buddy.
"Of course," said the Mose, "when. I
first got it I couldn't lift it, and now I
can carry it around on my shoulder
even."

Conventions are really not "national" unless they include representation "from Maine to California". Conventions are really not
worthwhile unless they contain a cross-section of the interest group
with which they deal. As far as student conferences go, the colleges sending delegates are themselves slighted unless they
send the best representation available, not only to represent the
college as listeners but also to represent the college as active participants.
In the coming National Assembly there will be a greater chance
than in most such gatherings for intelligent participation. No
internationally famous speakers are on the program; student participation and direction is the arrangement. The aim is an effort
to evolve a philosophy of life in which problems of student and
national life will find a satisfactory place.
Such an aim may seem too theoretical to be of value. Yet the
assembly's philosophy is to be evolved, as the resultant of practical
discussions, such as "Student Relationships", in which the Student Council and Student Government problems will be discussed;
"Economics and Labor" for Politics Club interests; "Students and
the Educational System" for all students who are still wondering or
think they know why they came to college, and for those who
have a theory about the aim and value of a college education; and
"New Men, Women, and Family Relationships", a topic of interest
especially to students at coeducational colleges.
Attracted to such a program will be some 2000 college students
from more than 400 colleges and universities "from Maine to California". Bates, entitled to send four students, two faculty members, and any foreign students, will thus come into close contact
with representatives from all sections and all types of colleges or
universities in the United States. Isn't this in itself worth
while ?
To get a worthy representation for the conference, the Bates
Christian Association is asking all interested to communicate
with Dr. Ray born L. Zerby of the department of religion or Gordon
Williams '38 or Ruth Robbins '39 of the B. C. A. before Nov. 29.
It is the hope of the Bates organizations and Bates students
that we may have as vital a part in this organized program for
the "diffusion of culture" as is implied in our being singled oat for
mention in the slogan of national inclusion, "from Maine to California" ...

In Case You Haven't Heard . . .
In New York City in 1925 there was one acre of park for every
577 persons, but only one acre for every 1130 persons in Manhattan proper ... In 1924, 1,959,700 persons came into and went out
of Manhattan below 59th Street on a typical business day . . . The
new 200-inch telescope now being constructed for use near Pasedena, Cal., will, with all its fixings, cost nearly 15 million
dollars. It is expected to be ready by 1940 . . . "K" after a telephone number, in the Lewiston district at least, indicates the phone
is not listed in the directory . .. The Statue of Liberty, which is on
Bedloe Island, New York Harbor, cost about one million dollars,
most of which was contributed by the French, who proposed the
statue after the Franco-German war ... 20,727 people in New York
City and surrounding territory died from heart disease in 1934, and
only 107 from old age . . . The light at Cape Elizabeth lighthouse has 500,000 candlepower and is thus the 32nd highest powered beacon in the United States.

At College, 25,000 Miles From Home!

Waneeeta Hallowell — watch out.
We're wise that you're chumming
around with Colby's star pitcher, and
we know how to strike you out right
here on our home diamond.
Seen at Bowdoin's dance were Keefie, McCue, Olympia, Ruthie Bullock,
Burt Reed, and sundry others. Bowdoin was satisfied with the football
victory, however, and none of our coeds were conquered.
Tottie Coney insists she was feeling
all right. But still, nobody tripped
her when she fell at Chase during the
Satdance.
Stan can make a Peg on the diamond
all right, but outside of the baseball
season he's pretty shy.
Three students come from homes which represent, collectively,
And was Eleanor Purkis embarassed at Brunswick when she was bowl- a distance of 25,000 miles to Lewiston. Noting on a map the wide
ed over by a departing inebriate at separation of their respective home countries are: Miss Marjorie
the game.
Moulton '41 of Rahuri, near Bombay, India, a personal acquaintFreshman "Winnie" Brooks, the
ance
of Mahatma Ghandi; Eiichi Kanematsu '40 of Tokio, Japan,
peppy trucker, seems to have cornered
Connon.
and Mile. Marielle Daveau, French exchange student, from Paris.'
Now if Maine can beat Bowdoin, ah
me. Give me the milk.
Misinterpreted in remarks he was
overheard making about the college,
Michael "Butch" Buccigross, freshman
football star, was asked by a score of
By Irene Lee '38
Labor Fails To Agree
upperclassmen to square himself the
other evening. Mike complied with Peace Overtures?
The parley between the CIO and the
their request and as a result still has
After four months of bitter fighting, AFL has fallen thru without any imhis wavy locks. . . .
Japan has expressed her willingness mediate possibility of reconciliation in
Cheney House's "Gertrude" has at to make peace with China. She prev- | the near future. Lewis demands virtlast been discovered. The whole name iously rejected all overtures to nego- ual leadership of a combined union
is Virginia Gertrude Yeomans and the tiations offered by the Chinese, in the movement which will emphasize inaddress Maplewood, N. J.
hope that her campaign would be dustrial organization. Naturally, President Green of the AFL opposes any
short and decisive.
There's 36 miles to go, etc., dwinusurpation of his power.
Japan's terms are thoroughly untendled gradually Saturday for three
It seems too bad, however, that the
RoRer Billians on bicycles, who left able, however, and there is no indicacollege after 11 a.m. classes, reached tion that they will be accepted. She ranks of labor must continue to be
the game at 1:55 p.m. Their com- demands five provinces, the suppres- divided and weakened in their collecplaint: "We had to buck a head-wind sion of Communistic activity, and the tive strength. Indications show that
coming back and pump down hill as general disarmament of the army, the CIO ranks will be substantially
well as nn!" The result: Four and among other unreasonable conditions. increased from its rival organization.
one-half hours on the IS mile returr The fact that Japan is anxious to
for Gerard Leen, Roger Bisbee, anr terminate the "war" indicates perhaps
D'ck Nickerson, all freshmen (if yot the weakness of her position economically and politically.
didn't guess it!).
Palestine
Her recent avowal to withdraw poThe three-way split of Palestine is
litical relationships with Great Britain producing unpleasant repercussions
for the latter's supposed support of an for England. The recognized enmity
anti-Japanese and boycott policy indi- between the Arabs and the Jews have
cates how keenly she feels such in- resulted in much overt hostility, which
(Staff Contributions)
justices and affronts to her goals. promises to grow so long as the probMussolini's and the Vatican's appro- lem of rightful ownership of land rebation of her invasion into the integ- mains unsolved. The heavy immigraCOLLEGE CALENDAR
rity of China have been received on tion of Jews under the Zionist movethe other hand with much rejoicing.
Thurs., Xov. 4—
ment has further aggravated the situThe Brussels conference has been ation, since the Arabs regard it as an
4:00 Interclass Cross-country Meet;
postponed to November 3rd, when a intrusion on their native soil.
Bates course.
8:00 4-A Production; Little Thea- discussion of the Nine-Power Treaty
Further reports that Italy is fosterinvolving the integrity of China will ing unrest among the Arabs serve
tre.
be the chief event. Japan has refused only to intensify thft, seriousness of
Fri., Nov. 5—
to cooperate in the parley which will the situation and weaken her relations
8:00 4-A Production; Little Thea- probably mean that any decision made with Great Britain, who has enough
tre.
will be opposed by her as unjustifiable to occupy her policy of preserving the
and unfair.
Sat., Nov. 6—
status quo.
Mothers' Week End Activities
CHAPEL QUOTES
1:30 Sports Review; Rand Field.
purchased, the price is the same. . . .
Tuesday: It's up to the individual Charles Harms '38.
3:00 Reception; Women's Union.
to make his decision and it's not for
6:30 Dinner; Fiske Dining Hall.
Saturday: The Commission for
him to accept the opinions of his Peace has settled more disputes be8:30 Play and Campus Movies.
group.
Mental progress demands tween Canada and United" States than
9:15 Open House; Chase Hall.
that the individual must make up his
10:30 a.m. Second Bates Interscho- mind that this is right and this is al treaties in history. I think we may
all be justly proud that there are
lastic Meet; small schools; Bates wrong. ... Dr. Britan.
course.
Wednesday: I profess only to speak means of settling the disputes between
11:00 Interscholastic Meet; large for myself on the subject of history two countries completely. . Dr. Hovey.
and science. I do not think history is
schools.
2:00 Freshman football vs. M.C.I.; a science. Science deals with facts
that recurr. History deals with facts
CLUB NOTES
Garcelon Field.
Mirror
which occur once. ... Dr. Sweet.
Sun., Nov. 7—
Friday:
Germany doesn't have
**** D^le '38 and Pauline Turner
10:00 Morning Chapel, Mothers' their money spent out of the country, 6S nave been appointed to the 1938
Week End; Chapel.
and they are limiting speculation. Mirror board, Editor Gordon Williams
Germany is trying very hard to be- 68 has just announced.
Mon., lifer, 8—
come economically independent. An2:00 New England Varsity Cross- other interesting phase of the ecoMiss Dale, who will be one of the
country Meet; Franklin Field; nomic situation is the standard of I Senior write-up editors, and Miss TurBoston.
prices. No matter where a product is I ner, who is to act as the board's typist, complete the entire Mirror staff.

FROM THE NEWS

Editor's Notes

*

•

sible" was the rule at H»A
Hallowe'en party Su„da***
The features of the festij.^*
the guessing of identities. dL.
apples, a "bawl" game "*•
session in the cellar. and '
kin pie, cider and cruller, T?
I man of the party. l;uth"
was assisted by Janet
RuthBeal'41, Vel, , Ad2*
Selma Bliss '41.
More Ghosts
The Proctors of M iliiken H00s^
the hostesses at a Hallo*,-,,,'
Friday evening. The girls,
ghost walk, walking hackwarj
the aid of mirrors. folkwa
tie.
its of the girls who had df&f
liken, because they had stadij
hard. Afewhau their fo^
while the others I-bbed forapfc
ate them from strings.
After refreshme.v.. were
the Fjeshmen were given five
to rig up an impromptu costi
the prize was won by Harriet

Ghosts
Spooks and spirits were let loose in
Frye Street House, Friday night when
Hallowe'en was celebrated at a house
party. A ghost walk featured such
horrors as the measured dripping of
blood (water from a sponge, to you),
and a soft, furry object being thrust
into the face of unsuspecting participants. Bobbing for apples and the
racing to obtain the marshmallow in
the middle of a yard of string was
wearing to say the least. "Sardines"
was played several times, and everyone thought Hallowe'en a great event Still More Ghosts
when apples, cider, doughnuts and
Thirteen co-eds vvere locked ji«
candy were brought forth.
laundry to think over their a,the two hostesses. Eleanor Cud
and Ruth Sprague '40, arrang*]
Hallowe'en Party
freshments, which were the high,
The ghosts did walk, and the ghosts at a Hallowe'en part; held in,
did talk at Whittier House, Saturday Hacker House Friday evening. A,
night, when the lights went off at nut hunt, "Blindman's Buff."
11:30 for a real Hallowe'en party. ple-on-a-string contests were Mon
Besides ghosts there were two Mahat- by Hallowe'en refreshment!
ma Gandhis, a clown, a sultan and his Sprague '40, Edith Krujrelis'40,1
wife, little girls and a little boy, an Gozonsky '40, Elizabeth MacGrt
artist and a real Indian squaw.
'40, Martha Greenlaw '40, Fn
There was a hair-raising walk Clay '40, Pauline Chayer '40,
through the house with everyone Brown '39, Ruth Robbins "39,
blindfolded. Water dripped, curtains Manter '39, and Mireille Daveau 1
swashed and blood-curdling shrieks enjoyed the informal toasts ands
arose. After a few more Hallowe'en ing.
games, including bobbing for apples,
refreshments of apples, popcorn and
Martha Packard •;■;». who has'nl
cider were served.
Cynthia Foster '41, and Ruth San- ill at her home in Augusta. Maitt|
ford '41, were in charge of the entire now able to be up and expects::;
turn to the campus the first of
party.
week.
*
•
•
Priscilla Hall '40 is under obsen
Masquerade
ion at the Beverly Hospital, Bevel
"The most complete disguise pos- Mass.

LASPA Methods More
Peaceful Than C.I.
By Paul Stewart '38
"Ninety-five per cent of the shoe
workers would have joined the C.I.O.
organization if their methods had been
peaceable," Thomas O'Reilly, a cutter
in the Maine Shoe Company and an
organizer in the Lewiston-Auburn
Shoeworkers Protective Association,
told this Bates STUDENT reporter.
"If the C.I.O. had started out by enlisting the workers in their union and
then presenting their demands to the
manufacturers, they would have had
tar more success in these two cities.
ui'i a strike had been necessary,
a ballot of the workers could have
been taken to strike in those individual factories that would not meet their
demands. Certainly some organization was necessary to represent the
needs of the workers.
I was very much interested in the
went t0 the
u IJii
meetings thev
neld before the strike started, wen!
to the general meeting in the city hall
m March, and was among the great
majority there who opposed a general
strike. What we wanted to see was
^^L °rSanization of the workers.
The LASPA organization was founded
to carry through what the C.I.O. had
bungled. We enrolled 5000 members,

_
ri S-eCU,?ed cements with
seven factories."
Interest In Unions Fading
The STUDENT interviewer inquired
as to the reason for the light vote of
6 00
Tier,
. J? the recent ele<*i°n of
~»iiP^ °fflcers
> « the local union
-™„
, command a membership of
5000 workers "Interest in unionism
here as elsewhere has somewhat died
down, Mr. O'Reilly responded. "Only
the personal following 0f the several
candidates bothered to go to the polls
to cast their vote. The downpour of
ramalso discouraged many from votWe asked the LASPA »—»- „,v
the local union refused to ™1- • ^
in the elections conducted by^neK
.onal Labor Relations Board in J^v
the C.I.O. secured 16<Mon* # Hch
votes cast. Wouldn't thUfc °f J600
a fine chance to show the * * 5S™
that they really did havf ?™5^
of the ,ocal workers SS&'ffSS

union? In answering this qaaj
Mr. O'Reilly stated, "The X.LM
evaded the law in its method oft
ducting the election. They tries'
get the manufacturers' payroll I
and didn't succeed. They should 1
appealed to the Circuit Court ton'
these. Rather than do this, a s«
affidavit that the worxer was <
ed in the factories on .March 24
accepted. We didn't feel that!
open evasion of legal procedures
be participated in b> the local i
If the factory payrt il lists had 1
used, we would have voted. In'.
choice of the strike date. Mt«*J
rather than the date we sought,
19. the NLRB showed uartiality W
C. I. O."
Labor Board Communist"
"The National Ubor BeWi"
3oard, from top to bottom, with i
exception of Mr. Madden, is'
,
Jf Communists," Mr. O'Reilly "Jl
Jed quite emphatic ■ "ln *"h J
lecisions they show partiaWT'L
C.I.O., which is larg v run by
-nunists. If the NLRB had pM
idministered the W... --r Act. t»
oor movement would be strongs
Jay. Locally, they have refuel
acknowledge the collective o^^J
privileges of LASl'.A gained W*l
jority vote and agreements ' »*,
manufacturers in sever.
L-A Wases Good
The interviewer inquired ^"'Ll
wages and hours in local fact"
"Government statistics show
conditions in those respects in '
ton-Auburn than the average in •
afhusetts shoe shops. There are
shops in Massachusetts that pay ^
than is paid locally. There areshops in these cities where conoj.
were not the best. These few •
might have been subjected to a
drive for higher wages. ;*„£#■
:
hoe strike was unwise and onthat
. 1*
the large majority of shops
treat their employees exm'dinft • _
Of course, even in the best sn ^
tie difficulties arise where a un ^
ganization of some sort U a' ■$]
help. These difficulties can ^JJ^
remedied without disturbing '"* r
of the community."
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Bobkittens Face Undefeated M. C. I. Team Here Saturday
prep Gridders Bates
(Jnscored On
This Season
Coach Spinks' Team Will
Be in for a Busy
Afternoon

72 LISBON STREET

Now
Showing
Most Beautiful
Line of Formals
Ever Presented

Pr

»«s begin at 10.95

Bates Harriers Take State Meet; Star
Rollins, Bridges, Wallace, Burnap

By Sam Leard '38

All Bates hopes of taking the State
benes were smashed Saturday when
Bowdoin, aided by a strong running
atha-.K behind mavvel >i.s b'ecking,
crossed the Bates g- .' line three time*
while Bates scored but once to have
the game end 19-7.

Captain Richard Preston's wlsl. of
scoring
on
free
ball
came
a
true early in the first period to put the
Garnet ahead. The first period ended
with the score 7-6 as Dave Fitts, Bowdoin captain, received a pass a?.er
BJ Howard Kenney '40
Karsokas had gained 55 yards on an
Facing what is reported to be the oi.d run.
finest Maine Prep School
war's (he Hates Bobkittens will have
Soule galloped 38 yards to the Bates
eleven
nly too full, when they
their pa** rack Maine Central Insti- 11 aiiu three plays later went ever for
another score. In the third pw lod afWC
outfit, 2 "• m-> Saturday on Garce- ter Morin had prevented a score by
Ute
} fieM- Although the Freshmen intercepting on the 5-yard line, Bowhave lost one out of their two games doin finally made a march to the end
nlaved to win this closing game zone which ended in a score by Lerairst such distinguished opposition gate.
fould indicate a perfect season.
Morin's Punt Superb
The Maine Prepsters will come here
Brud Morin kicked well all afterwith ail intentions of keening a bril- noon and on one occasion put the Bowliant record spotless. To date they have doin team against their own goal line
nlaved » ^ameS and WOn them alL by kicking out of bounds on the threeThev have scored 129 points against
yard line.
•heir opponents, whereas they have
Bowdoin's hard tackling and wonvet to experience their zero mark bein? crossed. Among the schools they derful blocking attack made them the
tare vanquished have been the follow- superior team as shown from the staL. Rents Hill, 21-0; U of Maine tistics. Bowdoin made 14 first downs
■ ySi iS-ii; Hebron, 27-0, and Coburn to the Garnet's three. Bowdoin's hard
ii.o! This is certainly an impressive running backs gained 370 yards to
Bates' 44.
Bates tacklers broke
record.
The Bobkittens indicated in their through to force Bowdoin to lose 34
13-6 defeat of Ricker Institute that by rushing while Bates lost 27, inihey possessed some fine material. cluding one 15 yard set-back when
However. Coach Spinks' chief com- Ashkenazy broke through to have
plaint is that outside of this first Morin lose 15 yards when he was trystring team, the remainder of the men ing to find a Bates receiver in free terhave had very little experience. He ritory. Bates gained 32 to Bowdoin's
sated an effort is being made to bring 25 in passing. The game was extremealong men outside of the first string. ly clean played, as is indicated by the
Coach Spinks seemed well pleased fact that neither team was penalized
with the performance of substitutes 15 yards.
in the Ricker game, and particularly
The summary:
with Bogdonowies, reserve fullback, Bowdoin—19
7—Bates
who looked very good.
Fitts, le
re, Cooke
The M. C. I. team possesses a well- Corey, It
rt, Eaton
rounded defense and a strong hard- Loeman, lg
rg, Clough
r
ening oi ense with laterals featured Nicholson, c
c, Preston
exceptionally well. Incidentally it is Ashkenazy, rg
lg, Perkins
interesting to note that the prep Broe, rt
It, McDonough
school eleven is coached by Milton Denham, re
le, Alexander
Lindholm of Bates '35, former Bates Smith, qb
Q°. Morin
captain, who is serving his first year Karsokas, lhb
rhb, Frost
at the prep school as head coach.
Soule, rhb
lhb, Briggs
fb, Healey
Coach Spinks hopes to use the Frye, fb
same starting line-up as he used
Substitutions: Bowdoin—end, Cox,
against Ricker and Bridgton. The Curran, Newman, Hanley; tackle,
Bass, Hepburn, Zamchek, Boutler;
TYPEWRITERS
truard, Walden, Garcelon, Howard;
center, Webster; quarterback. CartSTANDARDS and PORTABLES
land; halfback, Melindy, Legate, FraFor Sale and To Let
zier; fullback. Rowson. Bates—end,
For Vsed Machines and Repairs
Pomeroy; tackle, Kilirore, Daikus,
See Sam Burston
Stratton; center, Crooker: quarter77 College St.
Tel. 4-328J
back, Tardiff; halfback, Hutchinson,
JOHN G. WEST
Canavan.
Tel. 2326
133 Main St.
Score by periods:
Bowdoin
<5 7 6 0-19
Bates
7 0 0 0-7
Scoring: Preston, Fitts, Karsokas,
Legate. Point after touchdown: Soule,
Briggs (rush).
Referee, R. J. Shaughnessy (B.U.);
Umpire, J. A. McDonough (Maine);
Field Judge, Ralph Good (Colby);
Head Linesman, W. H. Daley (Maine).

ISBfiS

SPORT SHOTS

Hopes For Crown Blasted;
Bowdoin Running Attack Clicks

running attack is dependent on Belliveau and Buccigross with Gorman doing most of the punting. It is expected that Bill Donnellan will see
plenty of action as will Bogdanowicz
and Perry Jamieson.
In the line Herbert and Witty are
at ends with Lovely and Toule in reserve. Topham, former Huntington
tackle, is at left tackle with Wright
and monster Dow in reserve. Tebbetts and Bennett are fighting it out
for the other tackle, with the local boyexpected to get the nod. Lerette will
be at left guard with Knowles in reserve while Sam Glover will start on
the other side of the line.
Roommates Hal Beattie and Clint
Forstrom are the centers. The former
has started all the games to date,
while Forstrom was in for over a period in the Ricker game.
The probable line-up:
Bates
M. C. I.
Ravmond, le
to, Herbert
Hershey.lt
It, Topham
Lerette, lg .... lg, Lerette or Knowles
Stafford, c
*!£££
Lyons, rg
*t£2L
R.Hersey,rt
"^I^KS
Stevens, re
-• ™'™ltty
Buckley, qb
qb, Belhyeau
Tucci.lhb
lhb, O'Sulhvan
or Bogdanowicz
Fernald, rhb
rhb, Gorman
Powers, fb
fb, Buccigross

Trackman Trips
On Train Tie-up
Harry Shepherd, Bates' fifth
cross-country runner, was in the
tie-up at the Maine Central railroad tracks in Waterville. Being
agile and eager he crawled
through between the cars and
raced the remaining half-mile to
the finish to lead the next two
Maine men by 500 yards. He was
disappointed when his train-hopping was all in vain as they decided to call the position at the
crossing as the finish.

Bates Plays Host
While the band was playing at the Auburn Theatre where
the football team was attending the movies before the Bowdoin
game last Friday, the Bangor High School football team was being
entertained at Chase Hall by the Clason Key. Chase Hall was filled
to capacity and the overflow enjoyed dormitory life.
This Saturday some 104 interscholastic cross-country runners
and their coaches will be the guests of the college after their meet
in the morning over the freshman course until after the M.C.I.Freshman game.

Harriers Point For
New England Meet
Its morale tuned at top pitch after
winning the State title, the Bates
cross-country team has confidence in
its ability to make a very good showing in the New England Meet next
Monday at Boston. The team leaves
late Sunday afternoon for the race
which is to take place on the tough
four-mile course in Franklin Park at
two o'clock Monday.
The Bates harriers will make a determined effort to upset the defending
champions, Rhode Island State. Rhode
Island, fortified by last year's strong
freshman team, will be the favorite
in the eleven-team field. Bates, New
Hampshire, Maine, Northeastern, Araherst, Mass State, Colby, Tufts, Bowdoin, and Conn State will all be pushing Rhode Island in what promises to
be a close race. Bates has been victorious over Northeastern, Maine,
Colby, and Bowdoin. Maine lost to the
strong New Hampshire contingent by
one point and beat Conn. State. Thus,
comparative scores place Bates second, New Hampshire third, and Maine
fourth.
With a team that has been improving each week, Bates should have a
good chance to upset the dope. Led by
Don Bridges, the man who, hampered
by a cold, ran heroically for the
Bates cause in the State Meet, the
Bobcats will be after their first New
England championship since 1930,
when Whitten placed second with the
team 17 points ahead of N. H. Al Rollins, who placed second in the State
Meet, will be counted on to make a
good showing. Dana Wallace has almost entirely recovered from his ankle injury and is fast reaching his
peak. Courtney Burnap, Harry Shepherd, Gene Foster, and Dick DuWors
complete the list of seven men who
will carry the Bobcat hopes.

Inter-Class Meet
Ends Frosh Season
Completing their season in an effort
to make their six victories in a row,
the Freshman team runs the other
three classes in the inter-class meet
tomorrow afternoon over the two-mile
course. This race will act as a speed
workout for the varsity who run in
the New Englands Monday.
The Juniors led by DuWors, Bridges,
and Wallace of the varsity, together
with Gove, Parker, Pierce, Woodward,
Foster, R. Morris, and Whiston are
out to stop the Freshman string of
victories. Others who will run are
Burnap, Gould, Wilson, Goodwin, Sam
Leard of the Senior class; Sophomores, Rollins, Graichen, Clough, and
Shepherd.
The undefeated Freshmen will have
Nickerson,
Drury, O'Shaughnessy,
Dick Thompson, Glover, Quigley, Bob
Thompson, Caswell, Anderson, Sullivan, and S. W. Thompson, running in
an effort to keep their victory slate
clean.
It is questionable whether or not
Don Bridges will compete in the meet
as he is hamnered by a bad cold which
he is trying to shake before the New
Englands.

The College Store
is for
BATES STUDENTS

Call 4040

Fred L. Tower Companies
Quality PRINTING Service
For Real Courteous Taxi Service
Not just ink on paper
Lewiston, Maine
165 Middle St
Portland, Me.

Freight Interferes With Race
After the first six cross-country
runners had crossed the railroad tracks
at Waterville Saturday during the
State cross-country race, a freight
train crossed the course. Fortunately
from the officials' view-point there
was a checker at that point and it wa°
decided that his tabulation should be
the finish. The Bates score might have
been a few points less if the incident
had not occurred since Harry Shepherd, midget sophomore, was right on
the heels of a tiring Maine runner.
Bates should do well in the New Englands on Monday over the Franklin
Park course. They are familiar with
the territory since they race over the
same terra-firma against Northeastern. It is expected that Rhode Island
will have a well-balanced team which
wil
' be enough to successfully defend
their title. It is expected that Bates
will be within the first five colleges
to finish.

Senior Unknowns
Dick Gould, Farmington senior ?.nd
a cross-country and two-mile plugger
during the past three seasons, ran the
best race of his career last week at
Waterville in his last cross-country
race representing ISates. Never an
outstanding man, Dick crossed the fin:
sh line ahead of Gene Foster at Waterville and would have been 10th but
for the peculiar finish. Dick expects
to compete this winter in the twomile again.

On the football squad this year as
seniors beside Alexander, Preston,
Eaton, Healey, Cooke, Reed, Perkins,
Frost, and McDonough, are four men
who at least deserve mention for their
etTorts each day. Omar King, bullet
half-back, saw some service this season, but his lack of weight makes it
impracticable for much use in the
State Series. Carl Amrein from Norwalk, Conn., has been an alternate
quarterback and center on the squad
since freshman year. He weighs but
146 which is not enough even with all
his competitive spirit and fight to
make him a regular.
Two athletes who make names for
themselves on the track in the winter
are also on the football squad. Bill
Luukko and Eddie Howard have onlybeen out for football for two seasons
which makes them inexperienced compared with the men of the senior class
who are now out for their fourth year.
On To Colby
The last football game of the year
is at Waterville on Armistice Day. It
is hoped that a large crowd will join
the parade which will go by special
train to the Blue and Gray campus.
There should be lots of music as the
four Maine College bands will compete
in a contest before the game and will
play en masse during the half. Colbyshowed strength against Maine Saturday although they lost 13-0. but with
plenty of school spirit behind the
team, it should be another Bates victory for Coach Dave's charges.

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON
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From Same Town
Charles Harms '38 was cheering his heart out as head megaphone man for Bates at Brunswick
Saturday while on the other side
of the field one of his best friends
in high school, Arthur Fisher '38
of Bowdoin. was leading the backers of the Walsh team. The two
led cheers together at Westfield,
N". J.. High School, where Johnny
Frye, current Bowdoin full-back,
was captain.

Morey Praises
Bowdoin Team
Following his usual custom, Coach
Dave Morey issued a letter to the
Hates Alumni Saturday night reviewing the events of the day. "Bowdoin
took us 1!' to 7 and there was no
doubt as to the better team."
To the sideline critics who point out
that the faulty Bates tackling was the
cause for the defeat, Coach Dave answered: "It was not missed tackles
which licked us today, but superb material, speed galore, excellent blocking, and a'.i offense which utilized admirably every asset. We have no alibi.
We congratulate a splendid Bowdoin
team." Star runners of the "Red"
Grange type do not need the mistakes
of others to make them look good.
And there was no doubt that Soule,
Karsokas, Melindy, and Legate were
"hot".
Coach Morey recalled a remark
made two years ago by Mai Morrell,
director of athletics at Bowdoin: "We
are through being run over". At present, eight freshman and five varsity
teams show the truth of his promise.
Anyone who saw the black and white
machine clicking along Saturday can
easily realize why Bowdoin is leading the State.

First Year Harriers Keep
Weight Almost Constant Parkerites
A Constant Level
"I don't like to see them gain too
One thousand nine hundred seventy- | much.. says Coach Thompson. "We
six pounds travel over the Bates cross-iexpect them to ,ose tne first couple
country course nearly every day. How- ; of weeks> and then eitner rise or sjnk
ever, don't be alarmed, and conjure j to a ,eve, &% which th
they wi
will remain
visions of the athletic department call- for the duration of the season."
ing frantically to police to remove inThe bfggest gains have been those
jurious motor vehicles. This figure is
of
only the combined weight of the
Freshman cross-country team as it is pounds
shown on the card posted in front of three members with only
pound loss. It is interesting to note,
Coach Ray Thompson's office.
however, that the so-called "leaders"
This card records the day to day- of the team, Nickerson, Quigley, etc.,
weights of the Freshman team. These do not have more than a one pound
weights make an interesting picture as difference between their starting and
we follow the gains and losses of the final weights. According to Coach
individuals. As Coach Thompson Thompson, this may be due to the fact
says, "It all seems to follow a defi- that the best runners are usually in
the best condition and therefore they
nite pattern."
lose less weight in getting into shape.
An unwritten theorem seems to be
Now let's look at what the averages
that heavy men lose once they get
started and that light men gain. For tell us. The average man on our
example, the heaviest man on the Freshman team weighs 141 pounds.
squad, Richard Thompson, the coach's He has gained one pound this season.
son. started at 162 but is now 161, After a race, which optimistically we
while the lightest man, Booth, has know he has won, our average man
loses one and one-half pounds.
risen from 112 to 116.

Object
To Bates Reference

By Sutnner Tapper '40

Mothers Will View
Frosh End Season
Hockey Game Sat.
Whipping Portland
"Dick" Nickerson last Friday led
the Freshman harriers to a 21 - 34
victory over Portland High. This was
the fifth victory for an undefeated
season for the yearlings. Nickerson's
winning time was 11:00 flat. Twelve
seconds behind was Carland of Portland. Drury and Quigley tied for third
place, R. Thompson took sixth, and
O'Shaughnessy finished seventh to
give Bates its winning margin.

Stanley Woodward, member of the
sports staff of the New York "Herald-Tribune", in his write-up of the
Dartmouth-Yale game in Sunday's paper made the following remark, "Thev
(Dartmouth) slew Yale's running

wrote this letter to Reporter Woodward :
"October 31, 1937,
Bates College,
Lewiston, Maine.
"Stanley Woodward,
X. Y. Herald-Tribune.
"Dear Mr. Woodward:
"In reference to the following statement made by you in today's HeraldTribune, 'They slew Yale's running
plays as if they had been executed by
Bates' . . . Did you have to bring Bates
into this?
"After all. Bates once tied Yale!
"Yours,
"Sophomores of West Parker,"
Either Mr. Woodward intended to
deride the Bates football team, or he
was referring to the Dartmouth victory over Bates. In the event of the
latter case, Mr. Woodward should
have remembered the fine showing of
the Bates team against the Dartmouth
first team, and it was not until the
steady flow of reserve material entered "the game that Dartmouth really
held the upper hand. Believing the
remark unjustified, the sophomores of
West Parker hope for a reply to their
letter.

The third and last Garnet and Black
hockey game will be played Saturday
at Rand Field from 1:30 to 2:30 as a
feature of the Mother's Week End
program. Weather interfered with
last week's schedule of games.
The first string line-up is as follows:
Garnet
B'ack at--—---*-—*-*—c
McNally, c
> Delong
Hanscom, ri
ri, Stoehr
Brann, li
H, Reed
COMPANY
J. Wells, rw
rw, H. Turner
PRINTERS - BOOKBINDERS
Dole, lw
lw, Rice
95-99 Main St.
Auburn, Me.
Smart, ch
ch, May
McGregor, rh
rh, J. Atwater
Vannah, lh
lh, Butler
Roberts, rf
rf, M. Chase
COLLEGE STREET
Yeomans, If
If, Martikainen
Hamlin, g
g, B. Leonard

Two days previous to the first team
victory the Scarboro High team defeated the Bates Seconds by a score of
19-38. Three Scarboro lads, Dalliff,
Plowman, and Colt tied for first. Anderson was the first Bates man breaking the tape in 11:53.
The summary for the first team's
victory over Portland is as follows:
For Bates: 1, Nickerson; 3 and 4,
Drury and Quigley; 6, R. Thompson;
THE BLUE LINE
LrvrUton - Ramtord - F»r«ilngton
7. O'Shaughnessy. For Portland: 2,
Carland; 5, Lawrence; 8, Portas; 9, Lv. Lewieton
7.45 am * 10.00 am 1.45 pm 5.10 pm
Donahue; 10, Roberts.
The summary for the Scarboro vic- Lv. Rumford
tory over the Bates seconds: For Scar7.35 am *9.50 am 1.35 pm 5.00 pm
boro- 1, 2, 3, Dalliff, Plowman, Colt; Lv. Farmington
5, Strout; 8, Glover. For Bates: 4,
7.33 am *9.48 am 1.33 pm 4.58 pm
Anderson; 6, Davis; 7, Pugsley; 9, R.
•Daily Except Sunday
Thompson; 12, Hanley.

MERRILL & WERRER

SHOE HOSPITAL

All Kinds of Shoe Repairing
67 College St.

-

Lewiston. Me.

By George Lythcott '39
Saturday's victory at Waterville
gave the Garnet harriers their first
State championship since 1931—the
days when Arnie Adams, Russ Jellison and Norm Whitten were active
Bobcats.
Bates, with men finishing 3rd, 4th,
5th, 6th and 9th, collected 27 points.
Maine, erstwhile champions, scored 31
points, although their Don Smith and
Ralph Clifford led the pack ahead of
Al Rollins, star Bates sophomore.
Colby, hampered by the absence of
Captain Jimmy Chase, was completely
out of the running—their first man
finishing 10th, and their total score,
68.
In an interview, Coach Ray Thompson praised his entire team, saying
that their spirit and determination
coupled with some fine running had
made them the champs that they are.
He made particular mention of sinewy
Donald Bridges, modest captain of his
Garnet forces. Bridges, hampered by
a severe cold, ran his usual splendid
race, tying with teammates Burnap
and Wallace for fourth place. Coach
Thompson believes that Bridges might
have taken over both Clifford and
Smith, had he been in the best of
condition.
Train Interferes
Only seven men had their positions
counted from the actual finish of the
race, for a passing train abbreviated
the course. The other twelve men had
their finish at the railroad crossing.
Bates had four men among the first
seven, and their fifth man was second
at the crossing.
Courtney Burnap, a member of
Bates' cross-country teams for four
years, and who finished in a tie for
third place Saturday, when questioned
about the team's performance said,
"In a cross-country meet, the placing
of the fifth man is as important as the
placing of any of the other four. It
was this well-balanced scoring punch
that enabled Bates to win the State
championship."
Says Captain Donald Bridges, "The
cross-country victory was due wholly
to the unified spirit of the team arc!
to the whole-hearted efforts of Coach
Thompson.
The team will receive g>ld track
shoes as a result of their victory.
The summary: 1, Smith and Clifford, Maine; 3, Rollins, Bates; 4,
P.ridges, Wallace, and Burnap, Bates;
7, Jackson, Maine; 8, Dequine, Maine;
9, Shepherd, Bates; 10, Charbonneau,
Colby; 11, Drisko, Colby; 12, Stevens,
Colby; 13, Whicher, Maine; 14, Hartwell, Maine; 15, Foster, Bates; 16,
Fitts, Colby; 17, Gould, Bates; 18, Jordan, Maine; 19, Fernald, Colby. Time:
19 min. 4.2 sec.
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FOUR
IN THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
Thurs., Fri., Sat. - Nov. 4, 5, 6
Joan Crawford in "The Bride
Wore Red".
Mon., Tues., Wed. - Nov. 8, 9. 10
William Powell and Myrna Loy
in "Double Wedding".
AUBURN
Thurs., Fri., Sat. - Nov. 4, 5, 6
"The Perfect Specimen" with Errol Flynn and Joan Blondell.
On the stage: Swing Time Variety. News.
Mon., Tues., Wed. - Nov. 8, 9, 10
"Vogues of 1938" witR Warner
Baxter. News and Comedy.

DROP INTO

The Quality Shop
Featuring

Hamburg Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches
Have You Tried Our Silex Coffee?
143 COLLEGE STREET
3 minutes from Campus
Open 7 A. M. to 10.30 P. M.

CITIES
SERVICE
FOR BETTER

OIL & GAS
FRED C. McKENNEY
Corner College and Sabattus Sts.
WASHING and GREASING

BILL
THE BARBER
TOR

EDS AND CO-EDS
Hours: 9-12 - 1-6
CHASE HALL

Sophomore Elected
Modern Dance Club
To Y. P. L. Office
Adds Nine Members

Garnets Win 2-0
In Field Hockey

Portland Defending Champions
In Annual Interscholastic Meet
team has met and defeated all three

Nine new members will be admitted
to Modern Dance Club as the result of
try-outs held last week, Dorothy Pampel '40, secretary of the organization
announced last evening.
Those selected for membership are:
Ida Miller '38, Ann Schmoyer '41, Aino
Puranen '41, Hazel Turner '40, Dorothy Reed '40, Marita Dick '39, Constance Roy '41, Carolyn Hayden '40,
and Barbara Kendall '39.

Marilyn Miller '39, of Auburn, was
elected vice-president of the Young
People's League, Lewiston-Auburn
Jewish Club, at the group's second
meeting Sunday evening in the vestry
of the Lewiston synagogue.
The entertainment part of the program included the recitation of
Clarence Darrow's "Plea for Mercy"
by Irving Friedman '39, songs by Esther Faiman '41, and impersonations
by Helen Scolnik '41.

Writer For "Garnet" Adds Criticism
(Continued from fns» On*I
bring philosophy into its present state
disciplines will develop as you wish? of disrepute. Second, to increase the
The answer is every assurance—and emphasis on the normative studies innone.
volves the difficult democratic proIf the student is in a required course cess, growth by education. These dein whose problems he has no interest; partments might educate the student
or in whom the professor cannot awa- population of their colleges in the deken any interest; or if the student's sirability of their courses. At Bates
capacities for abstract thinking are we have chapel services, and the "Stulimited, then the courses will, as any dent" and "Garnet" in a.limited way,
course under such conditions, must available to the faculty. They could
fail.
be used to make known the purpose
On the other hand, we have Keyser- and functions of these courses. As
ling's statement: "Realized truths needs are known students do turn
evolve creative powers in the individ- toward courses. The voluntary enual who is really willing to let him- rollment in the freshman social sciself be transformed by their influence. ence course indicates that.
The most wonderful thing in psychic
There is also the difficulty of what
life is that ideas clearly comprehend- standards to inculcate. One large secj
ed succeed, in the long run, by means tarian educational system requires
of subconscious processes, in creating just such courses as Dr. Bertocci wishactual realities which correspond to es required. It remains to be proven
them."
that the people so educated in that
While accepting Dr. Bertocci's anal- system have made any greater conysis, I cannot believe that making the tribution by the samples of their incourses required will achieve his end tegrated lives. Indeed, the very coursfor reasons set forth above. Further, es that Dr. Bertocci describes as desirif space allowed, one could also show able have been, and rightly, described
the baleful effects of too much of the as mental gymnastics. The layman
normative studies. The retarding in-'' has a healthy attitude toward reality
fluence of scholasticism in the early when he dismisses the 'proof that a
renaissance need only be referred to. flying arrow does not move as so much
There is always the temptation to nonsense. It is unfair, perhaps, to
solve the problems of the world by stress this particular example; yet it
making our own interests compulsory does seem to indicate a tendency in
for all. In my own opinion, the solu- those studies. If practical absolutes
tion has two factors that must not be are to be gained by the students,
overlooked:
courses in absolutes must become
First, the normative disciples must practical. Or to paraphrase President
keep their roots in the descriptive HuU-hins' remarks on universities,
sciences for it was the use of logic courses in the normative studies must
without investigation that helped to be intelligible as well as intelligent.

Betty Brann Scores Both Goals Portland, defending champion, peer- Ke Class A teams in recent weeks.
ing, and Wilton, recent winners in tne
Cups for the two winning teams will
As Blacks Lose First Series
Franklin County high school meet, win
race it out for top honors Saturday m
Match
iwo goals made oy Betty Brann '40
save uie uainets tne initial win oi COS
-■.nuai uai'iiei. and niiicit tournament,
in me nocKey game piayea luonday
afternoon on Kaud JftarfL aotn goals
mere maae eaxiy in tne urst period as
UarKiiess maue Uie second naif seem
uiue more tnan a num. xor me bull.
A. smooth worKing Garnet team
rusned tne Dall down into tne Black
territory early in the game. Anne
Mcisaily '40, and Carol Storm '41
ably backed by the halls, two times
got through the strong Black defense headed by Helen Martikainen '3y.
'the Black offense in turn was
stopped a number of times from scoring by "Kitty Winne" '41, Garnet
goalie. The Blacks were far from outplayed and the work of Ella Rice '38
was among the outstanding of the
game.
The Lineup:
Garnet
Black
McNally, c
c, Delong
Hanscom ri
ri Stoehr
Brann li
li. Reed
Wells, rw
rw, Turner
Dole, lw
lw, Rice
Smart, lh
In, May
MacGregor, rh
rh, Atwater
Bullard, lh
lh, Butler
Roberts, rf
rf, P. Chase
Yeomans, If
If, Martikainen
Winnie, g
g, Leonard
Substitutes; Garnet-Bullock, Stevens, Hutchinson, Schmoyer, Finnie,
Beal, Newman, Fessenden, Hilliard.
Blacks-Thurston, Copeland, Coney,
Sealey, Moulton, Burkhard, Clay,
Stockwell, Miller '41, Norton, Walton,
puranen.
GrifTin-Lovelace
Lewis ,7. Griffin '36 of Lewiston and
Miss Jur.o H. Lovelace '36 of Danbury,
Conn., were married Saturday, morning at t":e home of the bride's parents
in Danbury. Following a wedding
trip to Bermuda the couple will reside
in Lewiston.

the Class A division of the second annual Bates interscholastic cross-country meet over the Freshman two-mile
course.
Lincoln Academy, New Sharon, Leavitt, Lisbon Falls, Lisbon, Phillips,
Rangeley, Canton, and Monmouth,
fourth in the University of Maine
meet last week, comprise the small
school entries.
The Class B race will start at 10:30
while the race for schools with an enrollment of more than 200 will compete a half hour later. The Freshman

[nXidS winners in each division
will be awarded medals.
attend the M. C L-B*teB«i. C
clason
football game at 2 p. m. ™« J™£
Key is assisting with fll»"W>™g
the Varsity Club is in charge of the
entertainment.
,
..
Prof. Raymond Kendall of the ath
re resent
letic committee has P
*f *„!*
organization in making arrangements
for the meet.
____^_

originated with Helen Cary- '39. The
committee was composed of BW«
Chayer '40 and Ruth Sprague 40,
chairmen, Selma Bliss '41, Louise
Blakely '41, Ruth Carter '41, and Dorothy Stead '41. The chaperones were
Henry Farnum '39, Donald Curtis Dr. and Mrs. Myhrman and Dr and
•39, and Leighton Dingley '39 opened Mrs. Sweet.
the men's debating season in discussions of the unicameral question with
Dr. Roemmert Gives Lecture
Middlebury and the University of Vermont.
The debate at the University of
[continual from r«s« On»J
Vermont was especially well attended,
ver
"trees"
growing from the edge of
since many high school students who
are debating the same question this the zinc. Salt crystals, melted ami
year were at the debate. Among the placed under the microscope, proalumni attending these debates were duced a display of vivid coloring as
Norman Greig '35 and John Hylann shown through polarized light.
Growth of animate objects is from
'26. Albert Jerard N'39 was present at
within and growth of inanimate obthe University of Vermont debate.
jects is from without, and yet, according to the inventor-scientist, it is difForty People Attend
ficult to tell which type of growth is
place in some of the smaller
International Tea taking
subjects of the microscope.
In conclusion, Dr. Roemmert said.
Over forty people attended the In- "The greatest mystery of life is life,
ternational tea in the reception rooms and then reminded tho audience that
at Hacker House last Friday after- science, although it has developed a
noon. Instead of tea, punch was great deal durmg the last century,
served, with wafers and mints.-Music still has touched only the edges of the
was furnished by Eleanor Cook '40 ultra-microscopic world.
The speaker was introduced by rroi.
and Louise Blakely '41.
Helen Cary '39, Irene Lee '38 and August Buschmann, of the German
Eiichi Kanematsu brought Japanese department, who has charge of the
and Chinese curios, such as kimonas, series.
mandarin skirt, and a Japanese writing set.
The idea of the International tea
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